The Amazing Story Of The Fourth Of July For Children!: The Story Of Independence Day And The Birth Of The United States Of America
We all know that the Fourth of July is the day that Americans celebrate their independence from Great Britain. But do you know why the American colonists decided to separate from England?...Or what was the real purpose of the Declaration of Independence?...And even the fact that July 4th may not even be the correct date to celebrate Independence Day? These and many more amazing facts are revealed in this short, easy-to-read children’s book. Discover... * What is Independence Day? * What happened on July 4th back in 1776? * What was the purpose of the Declaration of Independence? * Why did the American colonists want to separate from Great Britain? * What important decision did the delegates have to make in Philadelphia during the summer of 1776? * Why did the delegates need to come up with really powerful reasons for wanting to be independent? * Why did the British start imposing more and more taxes on the colonists? * Why were Americans so upset at the British taxes? * Why did John Hancock sign his name so big? * What unusual thing happened to four different presidents on the Fourth of July? * Why do some people think that the 4th of July is the WRONG date to celebrate American independence? * What is little-known message written on the BACK of the Declaration of Independence?...and Much, Much More! So start reading and discover the amazing story of the Fourth of July and the start of the United States of America...